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Athletics gets an assist - the O'Dowd Center! 
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Coaches Nova Bramed, Shannon Donahue ’85, Malik McCord, Lou Richie ’89 and AD Carlos
Reed <alumni@bishopodowd.org>

Mon, Oct 25, 2021 at
11:39 AM

Reply-To: nferdinando@bishopodowd.org
To: nferdinando@bishopodowd.org

Dear Dragon Alumni,

Athletics are fundamental to the fabric of being a Dragon. Our students learn
the power of teams and the discipline of working towards a common goal. Our
families and alumni bond through cheering on the sidelines. And our community
is invigorated by winning together, or taking a loss in stride. 
 
Our gym is filled with so many memories, and we love when our alumni come
back and point up at the walls, saying, ‘That’s my banner!’ 
 
Because athletics are so important to us, we could not be more thrilled about
the new O’Dowd Center, which includes:

a modern gymnasium with a full 94-foot competition court 
retractable bleachers revealing basketball and volleyball cross courts
tripled seating capacity - more than 1,300 spectators - with an overlook
onto the gym floor
a state-of-the-art athletic performance lab to support all student-athletes
at every stage of fitness

The O’Dowd Center is going to be beautiful. And not just for athletics. PE is
going to benefit from the new strength and conditioning facilities. Drama and
band are going to thrive in their new spaces. And we can’t wait to sit on the
terrace and watch a baseball game!
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Each of us has made a gift in support of the O’Dowd Center to honor YOU, our
alumni who built a tradition of athletic excellence. And we gave to ensure that
today’s student-athletes have the best opportunities to succeed.
 
Through February 14, alumni are offering generous matching challenges, in
addition to the Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation matching grant. With
these special alumni matches, your gift will go THREE TIMES as far - $25
becomes $75!  
 
Please join us in making a gift in support of the O’Dowd Center, and show how
YOU 💛 O’Dowd!  

DONATE HERE!

Let's Go Dragons!
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Ferdinando, Nicole <nferdinando@bishopodowd.org>

We 💛 O'Dowd Class of '94 
1 message

Chris Duncan, Class of '94 <alumni@bishopodowd.org> Mon, Oct 25, 2021 at 11:41 AM
Reply-To: nferdinando@bishopodowd.org
To: nferdinando@bishopodowd.org

Dear Fellow Alumni,
 
I hope this email finds you and your family healthy and well.
 
I’m reaching out because O’Dowd is nearing the finish line for its historic
project, the O’Dowd Center, and I’m so excited! This new state-of-the-
art facility will house our award-winning performing arts, championship
athletic teams and time-honored community celebrations. 

We, the Dragon faithful, know that our amazing athletic and performing
arts programs deserve upgraded facilities.

The new Center will be a gathering place for students, families, faculty and
staff, and alumni – the heartbeat of Dragon Pride for generations to come.

It has taken years of planning and hard work, but this ambitious goal is
within reach. You might know that O’Dowd is fortunate to have a matching
grant from the Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation. All gifts and pledges
in support of the new Center are being matched, dollar-for-dollar.

What I love about O’Dowd is how our alumni community shows
up to root for today’s students, no matter what. And it’s going to
take all of us to make the Center come to life.
 
I hope you’ll show your 💛 for O’Dowd and join me in making a gift in
support of the O’Dowd Center today. Each contribution, regardless of the
size, is a symbol of our love and appreciation for O’Dowd.

Go Dragons!

Chris Duncan '94
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DONATE HERE!

P.S. Generous alumni are offering additional matching gifts until February
14 as part of the We 💛 Heart O’Dowd giving effort!
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